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This week's Torah Tidbits cover image!
Photo By: Mordechai Weiss Place: Mitzpe Yericho
Meaning: At the conclusion of last week's Torah portion of Chukat, we are told of the encampment of Bnai Yisrael
in the plains of Moab, on the bank of the Yarden, opposite Yericho. Exactly 18 years ago we made Aliyah directly to
Mitzpeh Yericho from where this very site can be seen. The photo was taken from my mirpeset in the direction of
Yericho and the Jordan Valley. This view which I enjoy every day is a constant reminder of the special merit we have
today to live in the Land of Israel and to see with our own eyes the places mentioned in Tanach.

Special thanks to the all those that sent in photos! There were so many wonderful shots to choose from!
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FAST ON THE 17TH OF TAMMUZ (שבעה עשר בתמוז)

The fast commemorates the breach of the walls of Jerusalem before the
destruction of the Second Temple (among other tragedies). It marks the
beginning of the three-week mourning period leading up to Tisha B'Av. Like
other minor fasts, the fast begins at dawn and ends at nightfall.
Sunday June 27, 2021
Start: 4:08 am End: 8:20 pm (Jerusalem)
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Rabbeinu Tam (J'lem) - 9:05 PM • next week - 9:05pm

TImes According to MyZmanim (20 min. before sundown in most cities,
40 min. in Yerushalyim and Petach Tikva, 30 min. in Tzfat/Haifa)
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DEAR TORAH TIDBITS FAMILY
RABBI AVI BERMAN

Executive Director, OU Israel

Last Wednesday night, my
wife and I had the zechut
of hosting an Erev Gibbush
(team bonding evening) for
the OU Israel staff in our
backyard. After the past 13 plus months
of the pandemic, it was important to bring
together the staff from our numerous OU
Israel programs for an evening of Hakarat
HaTov for all they accomplished during an
incredibly challenging year. I also wanted
to provide a face-to-face opportunity for
staff to meet each other and gain a greater
understanding of the scope of OU Israel
programs.
When people tell me that they enjoy coming to the OU Israel Center for shiurim and
other activities, I often ask them what else
they know about the OU’s programs in
Israel. I have yet to meet someone (excluding OU senior management) who is aware
of the scope, breadth, and totality of what
OU Israel is doing across the country. Many
of our staff are also unaware of how much
of an impact the organization they are so
passionate about is having on Olim and
native Israelis alike.
In order to ensure we were able to service
the needs of our participants during and

In memory of

Joseph & Frieda Schorer z"l
Donna & Aviyam Apelbaum
4
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beyond Corona, new counselors and volunteers joined the OU Israel team this past
year. Every person in attendance Wednesday evening met staff they had never met
before. There were six OU Israel employees
that I met that evening for the first time in
person.
We need to thank Hashem and the hi-tech
companies that developed Zoom, Google
Meet, FaceTime, YouTube Live, Facebook
Live, and the many other platforms that
enable us to meet and see people, both
socially and professionally. Nevertheless,
these mediums are not a substitute for
face to face interactions. When you meet
someone in person you generally gain
more and are more likely to remember
them than in a Zoom meeting, particularly if there are multiple other people
there. You miss basic details about people
on Zoom, including their height and even
their tone of voice.
While I had met some of the new OU Israel
team members over Zoom this past year,
meeting in person was even more meaningful. I was particularly touched to see
how connected they felt to the OU, even
though the majority of their interactions
with their fellow staff this past year have
been over Zoom. Our Erev Gibbush was an
important opportunity for the OU Israel
staff to become more familiar with the OU
activities across the country. The evening

of mingling, dinner, and comedy with Yair
Yakobi provided a much needed breath of
fresh air as we overcame some of the tension of the past year. It was a great preface
to our weekly Sunday morning staff meetings which resumed meeting in-person this
week.
In addition to the Erev Gibbush, I had the
zechut of attending two very special weddings this past week. One was a wedding
that was delayed as the parents of the
groom awaited permission to enter Israel
for their only child’s wedding and was the
largest simcha I have attended since before
Covid. It was very touching to see halls
full of people celebrating and tearing out
of joy at the ability to be sharing in such
beautiful weddings together. There was a
certain sense of disbelief returning to “regular” smachot after a year of limitation on
gatherings and events. Mazel Tov to these
two special couples Shmuel and Reut Hart
and Elkana and Lior Yaakobovitz and their
families.
As I enjoyed these two events tremendously, I kept thinking about the balance
we are now being forced to face. While
things are Baruch Hashem going back
to “normal” I encourage us all - myself
included - to take some time to reflect on
this past year. What experiences did we
gain that we want to take with us in the
post-pandemic area? How do we continue
to make more time for our loved ones?

Condolences to
Avraham & Sara Kriss and family
on the passing of their SON

המקום ינחם אתכם בתוך שאר אבלי ציון וירושלים

Which hobbies and activities do we want
to maintain on a daily/weekly/monthly
basis?
It is such a bracha that Israel is in a place
where we can be having these thought
processes. Let us all take advantage of this
opportunity to evaluate our priorities in
life. Personally, I am going to be making
a list of 3-5 positive elements of my life
during the pandemic and implement a plan
to continue them. I encourage all of you to
do the same so that when we look back on
this challenging year we will be able to say
that we did our best to take advantage of
the nisayon (test) and become better people
as a result.

Avi,
Executive Director, OU Israel
aberman@ouisrael.org

לעילוי נשמת
In loving memory of our
Husband and Father
הרב אברהם דב בן אהרון ורישא ז"ל
מרנץ

Rabbi Arnold B. Marans z"l
On his first Yarzheit
כ' תמוז

Zipporah Marans and Children
Marans and Miller Families
I n L ov i n g M e m o r y o f

Harriet (Hindy)
Herskowitz z”l
o n h e r S ev e n t h
Yahr tzeit – 
OU ISRAEL CENTER
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KI TEITZEI
BALAK

ALIYA-BY-ALIYA
SEDRA SUMMARY
Rabbi Reuven
Tradburks
Director of
RCA Israel Region
The march to the land of Israel continues.
The people have successfully confronted
Sichon and Og on the east side of the Jordan, moving closer to the land. But they
have also suffered the death of Miriam
and Aharon. The march to the land is a
march of human beings who live and who
die. Human beings who seek power and
influence (like Korach), with human foibles of frustrations and lust for meat and
variety. And with the loss of Miriam and
Aharon, and the impending loss of Moshe,
they are a people whose eyes are dimming,
whose insights will get blurry. In a word;
a people with developing cataracts. And
that is the story of Balak and Bilaam. It is
a story of the limits of human perception,

kerenmalki.org
02-567-0602
6

Keren Malki empowers
families of children
with special needs in
Israel to choose home
care. Donations are
tax-approved in Israel,
US and UK.
Honoring the memory of
Malka Chana Roth הי”ד
1985-2001, killed in the
Sbarro bombing.
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where Bilaam seeks G-d’s guidance, gets
it, but misinterprets it. Where animals
speak more wisely than man. Where the
great prophet Bilaam cannot see the angel
in front of him. Bilaam is a prophet with
cataracts; blurry vision. This forms a powerful image for the Jewish people. We will
no longer enjoy the “aspaklaria hameira”,
the unfettered vision of Moshe. We will be
a people seeking G-d’s direction; but a people who will sometimes err in perceiving it
and even when perceiving G-d’s direction,
will often err in understanding it.
1st aliya (Bamidbar 22:2-12)
Balak, king of Moav, is afraid of
the Jewish people; they are like
an ox, licking clean all in its path. He sends
messengers to Bilaam, requesting of him to
curse the Jewish people. Bilaam said he
would only do as G-d instructs. G-d told
him not to go, for the Jewish people are
blessed.
Balak figures that if the Jewish people can
defeat the strongest of the strong, Sichon
and Og, then defeating the Jewish people
will require more than military prowess.
He recognizes that the spirit of the Jewish
people is its power. It is this spirit that must
be disrupted.
This story is also a powerful lesson in self
perception. The spies thought that the
people of the land viewed them as grasshoppers. Here, Balak describes the Jewish
people as oxen. The difference in the two
is who is speaking; is it us imagining what
people think of us or is it the people telling us what they actually think of us? The
spies had no idea what the people of the

land thought of the Jewish people; all they
could do was project. What do I think that
you think of me? That says far more about
me than it does about you. As if to say; if I
were you, I would think of me as a grasshopper. Because that is what I think of
myself. Here, Balak tells us himself what
he thinks of the Jewish people. Oxen. Powerful. Formidable.
2nd aliya (22:13-20) Bilaam told
the messengers to return to
Balak, as G-d instructed him not
to join them. Balak tried again, with greater
dignitaries as messengers. He promised
Bilaam great honor. Bilaam replied that
even the promise of a house full of silver
and gold would not allow him to ignore
G-d’s word. G-d said: if these men want you
to join them, you may go but only say what
I tell you.
This story introduces us to the complexity
of our relationship with the non Jewish
nations. Balak and Bilaam see a world
of powers beyond the rational, physical
world. They believe in the power to curse
the people. And that this power is given
to specific people. And we must assume
that Bilaam had success in his powers, for
Balak never questions Bilaam’s ability. In
addition, Bilaam enjoys communication
from G-d. The Jewish people will need to
contend with the world of the unseen when
they enter the land; people who believe in
all sorts of powers that will vie with our G-d
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Thank you to

Zev & Dassy Fuchs

for their many successful years
of TT distribution in Givat Mordechai
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for our attention. There is fertile debate as
to the veracity of Bilaam’s powers; however, the simple reading of the story seems
to indicate that he is a prophet, one who
G-d speaks with and who has used his powers successfully before.
3rd aliya (22:21-38) Bilaam awoke,
saddled his donkey and joined
the noblemen of Moav. G-d was
angry. An angel with a sword appeared in
front of the donkey, so it swerved to the
side. It then stood in front of a narrow path;
Bilaam’s leg was pushed against the side. It
then blocked the way of a narrow path and
the donkey stopped. Bilaam hit the donkey.
The donkey spoke: why did you hit me?
Have I not served you loyally? Bilaam then
saw the angel with its sword. The angel
spoke: you did not see what the donkey
saw. Now go but only say as G-d instructs
you to say. Bilaam continued with Balak’s
messengers, while Balak came to greet him.
Why, Bilaam did you not come? Bilaam
responded that he will say only what G-d
instructs.
The talking donkey is a great image. Not

With gratitude to
HaKadosh Baruch Hu-Mazal tov to my grandson
Shemesh Yinon Harris
of Maalei Chever
and Chaya Mann of Mea Shearim
on their recent engagement.
And much nachas to the whole
Mann & Harris families
Estelle Harris
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the first animal to speak; the serpent in the
garden of Eden also spoke. King Solomon
is described as knowing the language of
the animals. The speaking donkey is as if
to say; there is a world out there that you
just don’t have a clue about. You human
beings are so limited, have such impoverished perception that even the great Bilaam
is embarrassingly myopic. This is one of the
enduring lessons of this story: the limitations of our perception of the world.
4th aliya (22:39-23:12) Balak and
Bilaam build 7 altars, offer offerings and peer out at the Jewish
people. G-d speaks to Bilaam, placing His
words in his mouth. Bilaam returns to
Balak and pronounces the prophecy: How
can I curse a people that is not cursed? Oh
that my lot be theirs. Balak is not happy;
Bilaam affirms that he says only what G-d
places in his mouth.
Bilaam and Balak believe in the power of
speech. They are hoping that G-d will be
displeased with the Jewish people and
curse them. But. If He is displeased, why
is it necessary for Bilaam to articulate this?
Why does G-d’s curse need a person to
articulate it? There is a belief in the power
of man; that what man says makes G-d’s
curses happen. Bilaam and Balak believe
in the power of man.		
5th aliya (23:13-26) Balak and
Bilaam try a different location
where only part of the Jewish
people are visible. After offering offerings
on 7 altars, G-d places His words in Bilaam’s
mouth. Bilaam returns to Balak and prophsizes: G-d does not see iniquity in Israel. He
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suffice with hearing, but looks at the people, sees them as trees, water, and gardens.
7th aliya (24:14-25:9) Bilaam delivers prophecy regarding the other
nations: all will fail to stop Israel,
including Moav, Edom, Amalek, Keini. The
Jewish people began to be seduced by the
women of Moav, attaching to their gods.
Pinchas arose and smote a Jewish man and
Midianite woman before the people.

A SHORT VORT

As Balak understood, the power of the
Jewish people is in its relationship to G-d.
Appealing to human weakness and causing
the men to sin is a vulnerability the Jewish
people will bear. Cursing may not work;
reducing them to sin will.

SHABBAT AFTERNOON PARSHA SHIUR
with RABBI CHANOCH YERES will be
held at the BACK GARDEN of the OU
Israel Center Building at 5:00pm

BY RABBI CHANOCH YERES

Rav, Beit Knesset Beit Yisrael, Yemin Moshe

In memory of my mother’s yarzheit – Shirley Yeres- Chaya Shaindel bat Alexander Halevi
“Vayachavosh et Atono” “And he saddled his donkey” (Perek 22: Verse21)
Rashi, quoting the Midrash Tanchuma, comments that G-d sees Bilaam saddling his own donkey
and says, “Wicked one, Avraham, their father has already proceeded you, as stated in Bereishit 22:3
“And Avraham rose early in the morning and saddled his donkey.”
Why does the Torah describe Bilaam’s action of saddling up his donkey with the same word as by
Avraham? Why compare the two stories?
The Kotzker Rebbe explained that G-d was teaching us an important message. Avraham, who woke
up early, saddled his own donkey, doing the will of G-d, was saved from tragedy. His son, Yitzchak,
was saved from the Akeida and the nation of Israel was born from him. How much more so, one who
wakes up early, saddles his own donkey with the intentions of doing evil, against the Divine will, how
much more so that no ill will transpire upon the Israelites. The actions of our ancestors gave hope and
belief for the future generations. Shabbat Shalom
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Mazal Tov to

Binyamin & Nancy Chernofsky
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Happy Birthday Charlotte Zimmerman
Mazal Tov and much love
from your family
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RABBI DR. TZVI HERSH WEINREB
THE PERSON BY
OU Executive Vice President, Emeritus
IN THE PARSHA

Doing It
My Way

M

ost of us have had occasions
in our lives when we acted as
supervisors over others. It might
have been in our role as parents disciplining our children, it might have been as
employers giving instructions to employees, or it might have been any number of
other contexts in which we had to tell others what to do.
I sometimes reflect on the many times in
my own personal and professional life
when I suggested, counseled, or otherwise
instructed others. And I often think of the
diverse reactions I received to my attempts
to influence or guide the behavior of
another.
There were certainly those who rejected

פוליש

Polishing &
renewing of decks

I have also experienced numerous occasions when my suggestions or commands
were carried out to the letter. These were
occasions when the individuals I supervised acted with commitment, with
obedience to my wishes. I must admit to
my great preference to these individuals.
Every supervisor likes commitment.
But there is a middle category. Here, the
subordinates neither defy their orders,
nor perfectly conform to them. Rather, the
subordinate’s response is, “Yes, but!” “I will
listen to what you say,” they respond, “but I
will do it my way!”
When I received responses in this middle

ניקוי שטיחים ניקוי מבנים
Cleaning of
offices and Shuls

www.talclean.co.il
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my instructions, sometimes passively,
sometimes defiantly. My own children
were quite creative in devising ways to
ignore their father’s commands. And I have
had subordinates in various positions that
I have held who sometimes stood up to me
and simply said, “No!”
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Carpet cleaning

050-4455975

ניקוי ספות
Sofa cleaning

category I found myself in a quandary. On
the one hand, I wanted my orders obeyed,
but on the other hand, I didn’t want to
squelch the initiative and self-reliance of the
person to whom I was assigning the task. I
may have preferred total commitment, but
I compromised. I allowed concession.
It is from these personal reflections that
I can better understand the interaction
between the major character of this week’s
Torah portion (Parshat Balak), Balaam son
of Be’or, and the Almighty.
Read the opening paragraphs of this week’s
Torah portion carefully. Balaam begins as a
very pious individual who dares not make
a move without the Lord’s permission. He
asks God whether he can accept the request
he has received to curse the Israelites. God
answers, “Do not go with them! You must
not curse that people, for they are blessed.”
Balaam accepts this response with commitment. He tells Balak’s dignitaries, “I cannot
go with you.”
But then Balak ups the ante and sends
more numerous and more distinguished
dignitaries to Balaam. Again, Balaam
consults the Almighty. But this time, He
responds, “You may go with them, but
whatever I command you, you shall do.”
How do we understand this shift in the
divine instructions?
Drawing upon our own personal human
experiences in giving instructions to others,
we can begin to understand this shift. At
first, Balaam responds with commitment.
In his second consultation with the Lord,
that commitment has diminished. The second delegation of dignitaries has weakened
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Balaam’s resolve. So God, so to speak, has
to adapt to Balaam’s “Yes, but!” And God
offers a concession: “Obey me, but do it
your way.”
Our sages describe this concession with
this adage: “On the road which man wishes
to pursue, upon that road he is led.” That is,
God allows us to follow the paths we ourselves choose. Our free will is so important
to Him that He concedes to our wishes, and
allows us to “do it our way.”
Of course, He prefers commitment, but
He grants concession, hoping that, even in
doing it our way, we will ultimately obey
Him and conform, albeit imperfectly, to His
will.
This approach to understanding one of
the ways in which the Almighty deals with
human weakness allows us to understand
many other examples in the Bible of God’s
concessions to human willfulness.
Just a few short weeks ago, for example,
we read in Numbers 13 of God’s command
to Moses to send spies, meraglim, to scout
out the Promised Land. The commentaries
struggle with the account in Deuteronomy
1 in which it is clear that it was the people’s idea, indeed demand, that spies be
sent, and not God’s command. The rabbis
resolved the problem of the differing texts
by suggesting that God Himself did not
think spies were necessary. He originally

depended upon the people’s commitment
to rely unquestioningly upon His promise
of the land to them. But the people wanted
to “do it their way” by sending spies. God, as
it were, relented, conceded. His command
to send out spies was a concession He felt
was necessary to grant in the absence of
commitment.
This insight also helps us understand the
questions which have been raised by students of the Bible for millennia about the
desirability of a king in Israel. Is appointing a king a divine imperative, as some
texts suggest? Or is it a concession by God
to the will of the people? Here, too, our
approach is helpful. If He could depend
upon the people’s total commitment to His
divine sovereignty, then there would be no
necessity for a king. But the people wanted
it “their way”, and so we have God’s concession, the mitzvah of appointing a king.
This concept is particularly useful to apply
to our own lives. Ideally, we all should act
out of perfect commitment. But human
nature often insists that we do it our way.
The compassionate Lord of the universe
“cuts us a bit of slack”, and gives us some
flexibility, but relies upon us not to veer too
far from His expectations.
בס״ד

הובלות אייל
Moving

Packing

Storage

053-7272-815
www.premiummoving.co.il
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on the Weekly Parsha from
COVENANT & Thoughts
RABBI LORD JONATHAN SACKS ZT"L
CONVERSATION

Former Chief Rabbi of the
United Hebrew Congregations of the Commonwealth

May the learning of these Divrei Torah be לעילוי נשמת
HaRav Ya'akov Zvi ben David Arieh zt"l

לעילוי נשמות
פנחס בן יעקב אשר וגולדה בת ישראל דוד אייז ע״ה
עזריאל בן אריה לייב ומעניה בת יצחק שרטר ע״ה
Dedicated by
Dr. Robert Sreter DDS., M.S.

Leadership
and Loyalty

I

s leadership a set of skills, the ability
to summon and command power?
Or does it have an essentially moral
dimension also? Can a bad person be a
good leader, or will their badness compromise their leadership? That is the question
raised by the key figure in this week’s parsha, the pagan prophet Bilaam.
First, by way of introduction, we have
independent evidence that Bilaam actually
existed. An archeological discovery in 1967,
at Deir ’Alla at the junction of the Jordan
and Jabbok rivers, uncovered an inscription on the wall of a pagan temple, dated to
the eighth century BCE, which makes reference to a seer named Bilaam ben Beor, in
terms remarkably similar to those of our
parsha. Bilaam was a well-known figure in
the region.
16
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His skills were clearly impressive. He
was a religious virtuoso, a sought-after
shaman, magus, spellbinder and miracle
worker. Balak says, on the basis of experience or reputation, “I know that whoever
you bless is blessed, and whoever you curse
is cursed” (Num. 22: 6). The rabbinic literature does not call this into question. On
the phrase “no prophet has risen in Israel
like Moses, whom the Lord knew face to
face” (Deut. 34:10), the Sages went so far as
to say: “In Israel there was no other prophet
as great as Moses, but among the nations
there was. Who was he? Bilaam.”1
Another midrashic source says that
“There was nothing in the world that the
Holy One blessed be He did not reveal to
Balaam, who surpassed even Moses in the
wisdom of sorcery.”2 At a technical level,
Bilaam had all the skills.
Yet the ultimate verdict on Bilaam is
negative. In chapter 25, we read of the
ironic sequel to the episode of the curses/
blessings. The Israelites, having been saved
by God from the would-be curses of Moab
and Midian, suffered a self-inflicted tragedy
1 Sifre Devarim, 357.
2 Tanna devei Eliyahu Rabbah 28; see
also Bamidbar Rabbah 14:20; Brachot
7a; Avodah Zarah 4a.

by allowing themselves to be enticed by
the women of the land. God’s anger burns
against them. Several chapters later (Num.
31:16) it emerges that it was Bilaam who
devised this strategy: “They were the
ones who followed Bilaam’s advice and were
the means of turning the Israelites away
from the Lord in what happened at Peor,
so that a plague struck the Lord’s people”.
Having failed to curse the Israelites, Bilaam
eventually succeeded in doing them great
harm.
So the picture that emerges from the
Jewish sources is of a man with great gifts,
a genuine prophet, a man whom the Sages
compared with Moses himself – yet at the
same time a figure of flawed character that
eventually led to his downfall and to his
reputation as an evil-doer and one of those
mentioned by the Mishnah as having been
denied a share in the world to come.3
What was his flaw? There are many
speculations, but one suggestion given in
the Talmud infers the answer from his
name. What is the meaning of Bilaam?
Answers the Talmud: it means, “a man
without a people” (belo am).4
This is a fine insight. Bilaam is a man
without loyalties. Balak sent for him saying:
“Now come and put a curse on these people,
because they are too powerful for me . . .
For I know that those you bless are blessed,
and those you curse are cursed.” Bilaam
was a prophet for hire. He had supernatural powers. He could bless someone
and that person would succeed. He could
curse and that person would be blighted
3
4
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by misfortune. But there is no hint in any
of the reports, biblical or otherwise, that
Bilaam was a prophet in the moral sense:
that he was concerned with justice, desert,
the rights and wrongs of those whose lives
he affected. Like a contract killer of a later
age, Bilaam was a loner. His services could
be bought. He had skills and used them
to devastating effect. But he had no commitments, no loyalties, no rootedness in
humanity. He was the man belo am, without a people.
Moses was the opposite. God Himself
says of him, “He is [supremely] loyal in all
My house” (Numbers 12:7). However disappointed he was with the Israelites, he
never ceased to argue their cause before
God. When his initial intervention on their
behalf with Pharaoh worsened their condition, he said to God, ‘O Lord, why do You
mistreat Your people? Why did You send
me? (Exodus 5:22).
When the Israelites made the Golden
Calf and God threatened to destroy the
people and begin again with Moses, he said,
“Now, if You would, please forgive their sin.
If not, then blot me out from the book that
You have written” (Exodus 32:32). When
the people, demoralised by the report of
the spies, wanted to return to Egypt and

Rare In Baka
Townhouse, about
220m, pastoral, in a
quiet side alley, private
elevator, private
entrance, terrace,
storage room, parking

7,500,000 NIS MICHAEL 0523202488
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God’s anger burned against them, he said,
“With Your great love, forgive the sin of this
nation, just as You have forgiven them from
[the time they left] Egypt until now” (Numbers 14:19).
When God threatened punishment
during the Korach rebellion, Moses prayed,
“Will You be angry with the entire assembly when only one man sins?” (Numbers
16:22). Even when his own sister Miriam
spoke badly about him and was punished
by leprosy, Moses prayed to God on her
behalf, “Please God, heal her now.” (Numbers 12:13) Moses never ceased to pray for
his people, however much they had sinned,
however audacious the prayer, however
much he was putting his own relationship
with God at risk. Knowing their faults, he
remained utterly loyal to them.
The Hebrew word emunah is usually
translated as “faith,” and that is what it
came to mean in the Middle Ages. But in
biblical Hebrew it is better translated as
faithfulness, reliability, loyalty. It means
not walking away from the other party
when times are tough. It is a key covenantal
virtue.
There are people with great gifts, intellectual and sometimes even spiritual, who
nonetheless fail to achieve what they might
have done. They lack the basic moral qualities of integrity, honesty, humility and
above all loyalty. What they do, they do
brilliantly. But often they do the wrong
things. Conscious of their unusual endowments, they tend to look down on others.
They give way to pride, arrogance and a
belief that they can somehow get away with
great crimes. Bilaam is the classic example,
and the fact that he planned to entice the
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Israelites into sin even after he knew that
God was on their side is a measure of how
the greatest can sometimes fall to become
the lowest of the low.
Those who are loyal to other people find
that other people are loyal to them. Those
who are disloyal are eventually distrusted
and lose whatever authority they might
once have had. Leadership without loyalty
is not leadership. Skills alone cannot substitute for the moral qualities that make
people follow those who demonstrate
them. We follow those we trust, because
they have acted so as to earn our trust. That
was what made Moses the great leader
Bilaam might have been but never was.
Always be loyal to the people you lead.
Covenant and Conversation 5781
is kindly supported by the Maurice
Wohl Charitable Foundation in memory of Maurice and Vivienne Wohl
z”l.These weekly teachings from
Rabbi Sacks zt"l are part of the ‘Covenant & Conversation’ series on the
weekly Torah reading. Read more on
www.rabbisacks.org.

  1st floor, Arab
house, 4 rooms, (total about 160m), high standard
of renovation, Sukkah porch, 2 full bathrooms +
guest bathroom, central a/c, elevator, parking,
small machsan, asking 2,550,000 dollars
  3 rooms, 65m, first
floor, completely renovated, 3 air directions,
beautiful balcony. Asking price: 2,750,000nis.
Call Tami 050 5777712
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RABBI NACHMAN (NEIL) WINKLER
PROBING BY
Faculty, OU Israel Center
THE PROPHETS
l

Rabbi Winkler's popular Jewish History lectures can
be viewed by visiting the OU Israel Video archive:
https://www.ouisrael.org/video-library

T

he connection of our haftarah to
our parasha would seem to be
clear. Our parasha tells the story
of Bil’am’s attempt to curse B’nai Yisra’el
and Hashem’s reversal of those curses into
blessings and, in this haftarah, the navi
Michah reminds Israel of these kindnesses
of G-d that he performed for them so many
years earlier. But, as is true of so many of
these haftarot, there is more in common
between these sources than what we might
believe at first.
The Ibn Ezra focuses upon the words in
the haftarah that connect us to the events
of the parasha, and then he enlightens
us by explaining that the words actually
point to two kindnesses performed by G-d
that were not all that known to the nation.
First, the navi says: “Remember what
Balak had planned to do to you and what
Bil’am responded,” reminds Israel that
G-d prevented Bil’am from cursing Israel
but, additionally, had him bless the nation.
Then Michah adds the puzzling words:

“From the Shittim to the Gilgal – so that you
know the kindnesses of Hashem”. The Ibn
Ezra proposes that the navi was retelling
these events to sensitize the people to the
fact that the sin at Shittim – a sin brought
by the daughters of Midian at the advice of
Bil’am – was committed only a few weeks
before the arrival of B’nai Yisrael at Gilgal,
the very first camp set up in the Land of
Israel. In other words, despite the severity of the sin, Hashem forgave Israel and
brought them into the land.
The message of Michah to the people
of his time was a crucial one. The Torah
tells us that G-d had but one reason why
He undermined the plan of Balak and the
attempts of Bil’am: “Ki ahev’cha Hashem
E’lokecha” (D’varim 23; 6), because Hashem
loves you.
Sefer Michah is replete with the prophet’s condemnation of Israel’s trespasses and
turpitudes. The warnings of the punishments that are liable to befall the nation fill
the early nevuot of Michah. But as we begin

Summer, Rosh HaShana and Sukkot Hotels in Jerusalem
Kings - Mehadrin Rabbanut Jerusalem
Lev Yerushalayim - Mehadrin Rabbanut Jerusalem
and other hotels throughout the country...
CAN ALSO ORGANIZE FAMILY SMACHOT IN HOTELS
GROSSMAN TOURS: 052 6244733
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the fourth perek the navi shares a vision of
“Acharit HaYamim”, the final days, the era
of redemption. And in the fifth perek, the
chapter from which our haftarah is taken,
the prophet describes to his generation the
glorious picture of their return to the land
and the defeat of their enemies.
It is, however, a vision that is difficult
for those of Michah’s time to believe.
After all, the navi had shared with them
alarming and terrifying prophecies. They
were told that G-d was angry with them,
that they were corrupt and sinful and were
therefore to prepare for the impending
punishments that would befall them.
How could they now accept the truth of
splendid future promised by the navi? And
so Michah reminds them.
Remember what Hashem did to save
you from the maledictions of Bil’am.
Remember how Hashem led you to Gilgal
despite the terrible sin you committed at
Shittim. And why? “Ki aheiv’cha Hashem
E’lokecha” - G-d loves you….. and He still
does!
Michah’s message was so timely for
his generation and is timely for ours as
well. Though troubles beset us and there
seems to be no hope for a peaceful future,
we remember Balak, Bil’am, Shittim and
Gilgal.
And we are reminded “Ki ahev’cha
Hashem E’lokecha”.
G-d loves us.
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Rabbi Winkler's popular Jewish History lectures can be viewed by visiting
the OU Israel Video archive: https://
www.ouisrael.org/video-library

1UniSim - Sims for USA and Worldwide,
Starting at $40

sales@1unisim.com

Call 077-400-3199 or
USA 718-715-0001
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RABBI SHALOM
ROSNER

Rav Kehilla, Nofei HaShemesh
Maggid Shiur, Daf Yomi, OU.org
Senior Ra"M, Kerem B'Yavneh

Like A Lion
Focusing On
Its Prey
ׂ֑א
ַש
ָּ ֲר֖י י ְִתנ
ִ ן־עם֙ ְּכ ָל ִב֣יא ָיק֔וּם ו ְַֽכא
ָ ֶה
Behold, a people that rises like a lioness and raises itself like a lion. (Bamidbar
23:24)
Rashi interprets the pasuk based on
midrash tanchuma as follows:
“When they awaken from their sleep
in the morning they show the vigor of a
lioness and a lion in grasping mitzvos,
wearing a tallis, reciting the shema and
wrapping themselves with tefillin.”
Although I am no zoologist, having
seen lions at the safari it does not seem
as if they jump up quickly when they rise
in the morning. Rav Zilberstein in Tuvcha
Yabi’u, suggests that the Torah uses this
allegory to depict the concentration that a
lion has when he sets eyes on his prey. A
lion is super focused so that he can properly attack and capture his victim. So too
when we “pray” and perform mitzvos, we
need to be focused. Too often we fall victim to routine. Moreover, with all of the
technological devices, our meetings and
conversations with others are often interrupted by phone calls and messages. If
one is not multitasking, he or she feels as
24
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if they are “wasting” time.
The bracha that Bilam is offering to
Am Yisrael, is that they may be focused on
the matter at hand. One needs to appreciate the moment in order to maximize
the results. This applies to spiritual pursuits as well as mundane opportunities. If
one focuses on the experience, they can
maximize not only the moment but the
transformation that such an instant can
trigger.
With respect to fulfilling mitzvos,
Hazal darshan the pasuk of: ושמרתם את
“ המצותushmarten es hamatzos” (Shemos
12:17), to be read as “ushmarten es hamitzvos”. The connection between matzah
and mitzvah being that just as we don’t
allow matzos to become hametz, don’t let
mitzvos become hametz. Don’t delay the
fulfillment of mitzvos so as not to lose
the opportunities. Those who are vigilant
do mitzvos at the earliest opportunity:
“Zerizin makdimin lemitzvos.” This underscores the importance of acting quickly
and not delaying the moment.
With respect to focusing, we have on
several occasions referenced an interesting idea at the end of Parshas Mishpatim.
Hashem commanded Moshe to ascend
the mountain and receive the luchos.
The pasuk states “– ”עלה אלי ההרה והיה שם
“Ascend to Me on the mountain and remain
there.” Why did Hashem first request that
Moshe “ascend the mountain” and then

demand heyeh sham – “be there.” Isn’t that
redundant? Obviously if Moshe went up
the mountain, he’d be there. Where else
would he be?
The Kotzker Rebbe, Rav Mendel
MiKotz, sharply answers that often we
can “ascend a mountain,” but not really
be there. For example, we might attend
a shiur and be physically present, but
not truly there. We may be at a wedding
or other simcha, but we feel somewhat
spaced out. We may be physically located
somewhere but our mind is elsewhere.
The Kotzker Rebbe teaches: Don’t just
go up the mountain. Rather, experience
the situation you’re in, whatever it is. BE
THERE!
Our generation suffers from multitasking overload. We are often involved in so
many activities that we aren’t focusing on

any of them. The Torah is teaching us an
important lesson. Don’t go somewhere
physically but leave your head or heart
out of it. It is our job to maximize our
experience at all times, to keep our head
in the game and get the most out of every
experience. To be sure to give our spouse,
children and friends our undivided attention when we are speaking with, or more
importantly, listening to them.
I recall seeing a quote from Malcolm
Gladwell that summed up the idea we are
expressing. Paraphrasing his thought - “I
have seen people change their lives in an
instant – it is not the moment that changes,
but the fidelity to that moment.”
We have to first focus – like a lion.
Then we need to internalize the moment
and take it with us so that we can truly
elevate ourselves.
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Awakening
with Alacrity

“

Behold! A people who arises like an awesome lion and raises itself like a lion”
(Bamidbar 23;24). The rich imagery of
Bilam’s words are timeless, relevant and
instructive to us all. What does this beautiful
description express about the ideal way to
serve Hashem?
Rashi teaches that this is a reference to
the ways the Jewish people get up in the
morning to serve Hashem, donning a tallit
and tefillin to daven. Indeed, we are taught
“One should strengthen himself like a
lion to get up in the morning to serve his
Creator so that it is he who awakens the
dawn.” (Shulchan Aruch Orach Chayim
1) The natural human tendency is to be
lethargic and passive, so it takes superhuman effort to start one’s day. The story is
told of Rav Gifter z”l who was once purchasing an alarm clock. The proprietor
asked the Rav if he wanted one with a
snooze button. Rav Gifter responded confused, he did not understand the point of
this button; if one wants to wake up later,
he should set his alarm clock for the later
time! Rav Kestenbaum in Olam Ha’avodah
notes that the way we awaken each morning sets the tone for our relationship with
26
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Hashem for that entire day. He further
expounds that when one has an appointment or a deadline to meet somehow,
he manages to jump out of bed to follow
through. This is the sense of responsibility and urgency we must feel vis a vis our
avodat Hashem.
Rav Feinstein in Darash Moshe explains
Rashi’s commentary saying that the nature
of the Jew is to grab mitzvot (Rashi, Bamidbar 23;24). Rav Moshe points out that when
the opportunity to do a mitzvah crosses
one’s path, he should seize upon it immediately. He notes that even if one thinks he
will be able to do a mitzvah better or more
fully if he waits a bit, the greatest hidur is
to do a mitzvah immediately. Rav Wolbe
in Alei Shur explains that a mitzvah done
with zerizus has the Shechinah bound to it.
The midrash teaches this very idea from
the passuk “and you shall eat [the matzot]
in haste” (Shemot 12:11). In haste, bechipazon, refers to the Shechinah experience that
one creates when doing a mitzvah quickly,
without delay or hesitation.
Rav Freildlander in Siftei Chayim explains
that one must develop a deep sense of
menuchat hanefesh within himself to rise
immediately in the morning and perform
mitzvot with alacrity. When a person lives
life with unity of purpose and clarity, he
embraces every occasion to become the
person Hashem has envisioned him to be.

Join the
2021 Herzog College Yemei Iyun
Live & Online!
Sunday – Wednesday, July 11 - 14, 2021

)plus 6 Tanakh BaYad Tiyulim on Thursday, July 8, 2021(

Live lectures at Herzog College in Alon Shvut:
In Hebrew all four days | In English on Tuesday & Wednesday
Online - 80 lectures in Hebrew and in English

For the complete program and to register
visit: www.friendsofherzog.org/YI21
Registration closes on Wednesday, July 2, 2021

Shiur dedication opportunities are available
OU ISRAEL CENTER
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RABBI JUDAH
OU-NCSY
MISCHEL Mashpiah,
Executive Director, Camp HASC
Dedicated L'Iluy Nishmas HaChaver
Shlomo Michael ben Meir z'l

Saddle Up!

T

he legendary Rosh Yeshiva and
author, Rav Shimshon Pincus, zt’l,
was a talmid chacham, ba’al avodah
and tzadik, who served as Chief Rabbi in
the Negev city of Ofakim with self-sacrifice
and love.
A talmid of Rav Pincus suffered from an
acute dental condition. Numerous infections had caused him to lose teeth and
painful gum inflammation. Not wanting to
trouble anyone, the young married man,
an avreich in Ofakim, tried to hide his
condition and downplayed the perpetual
discomfort he was experiencing.
One day his wife approached Rav Pincus
and shared her husband’s suffering with

We buy your Gold & Silver
Personal home service - 30 years experience
We also buy silverware, gold & silver coins!

Please send me a picture to Whatsapp for free appraisals

972-54-219-2428
mail: absaffran@gmail.com

Follow Us
On Facebook

I pay cash! I will meet you where you want! Customer service!
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the Rav. He was unable to chew and was
in such pain that he could barely sleep.
Exhausted and racked with pain, he was
losing weight dangerously. Without hesitation, Rav Pincus excused himself and
returned a few minutes later with several
thousand shekel. He then spent some time
making phone calls to various contacts to
help the avreich’s wife find an oral surgeon
who could help.
The Pincus family lived very modestly and
the incident took place at a particularly difficult time with regard to their parnassa. A
friend of the avreich who was aware of the
situation asked the Rav how he could give
away such a large sum of money when he
himself was struggling to cover his growing
family’s needs.
Rav Pincus looked quizzically at the talmid
for a moment, and replied with a wide
smile and a wave of his hand. “This avreich
can’t sleep! He can’t eat… Tell me, if it was
my son, and he needed emergency dental
work, would you understand the expense?
What’s the difference if it’s my son, your
son, or the Ribbono Shel Olam’s son?”

ויקם בלעם בבוקר ויחבוש את אתונו
“And Balaam rose in the morning and saddled his donkey… (Bamidbar, 22:21)
Our sedra describes how Balak, king
of Moav, contracts the evil prophet, the
respected and powerful sorcerer Balaam,
to curse Am Yisrael. Rashi points out an
important lesson in the alacrity with which
Balaam responds to the invitation: “From
here we learn שהשנאה מקלקלת את השורה
— that hate causes a disregard for the
standard of dignified conduct, for Balaam
saddled his donkey by himself.” As a result
of his intense, irrational hatred of Jews,
Balaam didn’t wait for his servants, and
rushed to saddle his donkey on his own,
relishing the opportunity to embark on this
mission to cause harm to Am Yisrael.
Rashi continues by juxtaposing Balaam’s
actions with Avraham Avinu’s at the
Akeidah: “Hakadosh Baruch Hu said (to
Balaam), ‘Rasha, Wicked one! Their father
Avraham has already preceded you, as the
pasuk says, ֹת־חמֹרו
ֲ ֹש ֶא
ַׁחב
ֲ ַש ֵּכם ַא ְב ָר ָהם ַּב ּב ֶֹקר ַו ּי
ְׁ— ַו ּי
Avraham arose in the morning and saddled
his donkey.’” (Bereishis, 22:3)
When Avraham Avinu rose early in the
morning, eager and prepared to fulfill
Hashem’s will at the Akeidah, he was
‘ נִ ְז ָּד ֵרז ַל ִּמ ְצוָהalacritous to perform the commandment’. This, the Gemara explains
(Sanhedrin, 105b, Rashi), is an example
of how אהבה מקלקלת שורה של גדולה, “Love
negates the standard conduct of those
of prominence.” In this case, Avraham

רפואה שלמה
שלומית בת הרבנית חיה פערל

Meir
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(mamad),
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Safeview,
room,
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parking, Shabat elevator, 3,400,000 NIS
Old
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view, view, 3 exp. Shabbat
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parking,
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Old
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3-room130m,
apartment
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4 exposures, elevator, small and quiet building
sqm,
sukkah
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facing
a
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and
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view, 3 exp. Shabbat
4,950,000 NIS
elevator, private parking, storeroom, 2,690,000 NIS
Kiryat Moshe: Rare 5-room apartment, 130m, 3 large
sukkah balconies, 100m roof with building rights,
private parking, large storage, 4,950,000 NIS
Givat Mordechai: 3&4-room apartments,
renovated, bright, elevator, parking, storage,
1,690,000/2,250,000 NIS
Old Katamon, Baka, Rasko & Arnona: 2-6 room
apartments & well-designed penthouses in
new projects!! high specifications, wide balconies,
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Avinu’s passionate dedication and love for
Hashem negated his normal conduct, and
he rushed to bind his son on an altar.
This coming week begins the period of Bein
haMeitzarim, when our focus intensifies on
making a tikun for the destruction of the
Beis haMikdash. It is a time for us to consider our dedication to both our brothers
and sisters, as well as our passion and fervor in mitzvah observance. Perhaps it is a
time as well for us l’kalkeil shura, ‘to break
the rules of conduct’ in our Ahavas Yisrael
and go beyond our typical standards of giving and doing on behalf of others.
May we learn from the opposite examples
of Balak, and lehavdil, Avraham Avinu —
as well as the holy actions of Rav Pincus,
zt’l — and may we do whatever it takes
to help others and fulfill Hashem’s will.
OU ISRAEL CENTER
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SHIUR SPONSORS
Wednesday, June 16 - Rabbi Manning’s shiur
was sponsored by Shmuel Treistman in loving memory
of his mother, Sarah bat Pinchas a”h
on her Yahrzeit - 6h of Tammuz
Wednesday, June 23 - Rabbi Manning’s Shiur is
sponsored by Shimshon Granek in loving memory
of his Mother שרה בת שמחה ע”ה
yahrzeit is on June 23, 3 Tammuz
Rabbi Manning’s shiurim for the 2021 academic year
have been sponsored anonymously in the merit of an
aliya neshama for Matisyahu ben Yisrael z”l,
Aharon ben Menachem Lev z”l
and Eliana bat Yaakov a”h
Rabbi Kimche’s shiurim for the 2021 academic year
have been sponsored anonymously in the merit of a
refuah shelaima for Janet bat Hannah
Rabbi Taub’s weekly Parshat HaShavua Shiur
is sponsored by The Jewish Legacy Foundation
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prophet captured the imaginations of
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are suppressed to temper these powerful
dreams and visions.
Additionally, we aren’t provided with
Messianic details to maintain the tenuous
balance between the two worlds every
Jew inhabits. Jews live as Rabbi Sacks
wrote “in cognitive dissonance between
the world that is and the world that ought
to be”. This is a healthy dissonance as we
embrace our current reality while not
abdicating our dreams of an apocalyptic
“other” reality. However apocalyptic fever
often runs high especially when our current world “runs dark” and becomes more
oppressive. During moments in which our
own world dysfunctions, there is a tendency to abandon this world while making
a mad dash for the next. Too much Messianic fervor can upset the balance between
the two realms we occupy. A radical example of Messianic imbalance is the situation
of antinomianism- the notion that the
messianic era isn’t governed by the rules
and regulations of history. For example,
Shabtai Tzvi and his followers, feasted
upon pork while reciting a Beracha of
matir issurim- a corrupted beracha reengineered to suggest that G-d had abolished
previous halachic prohibitions. Additionally, Messianic fervor seduces some into
suspending rational or moral codes. After
all, life in the Messianic era is unbridled
by the parameters of the “here and now”.
Burying Messianic details ensures that in
our zeal for this process we don’t abandon
the ground rules which govern our lives
on the way to utopia.
There is a third reason that Messianic
fervor is muted. Jewish redemption culminates when our fractured relationship with

Hashem is fully repaired. This relationship
began with such promise but was derailed
by our constant betrayals and obstinance.
It has taken our people thousands of years
to rebuild that original love - as chronicled
in Shir Hashirim.
As with any relationship, timing is
everything. Accelerating redemption prior
to the complete repair of this fractured
relationship is insensitive and disrespectful to G-d. Our deep desire for reunion
can’t make us oblivious to the process. Too
much discussion about Messianic details
ignores the fact that we may not be invited
to restore that love and redeem our people. One of the famous oaths alluded to
in Shir Hashirim, demands that we not
prematurely prompt the “end of days,”
redemption. Until He is ready and until we
are ready, fast-tracking our redemption is
impolite. The repression of Messinic details
helps us wait with more patience.
As the gemara in Shabbat (31a) comments, when we ascend to Heaven, we
will all be asked whether we anticipated
redemption. G-d expects us to eagerly await
redemption, but He also expects us to wait
	
   pace and with composure. Redempwith
tive fervor is “tricky” but without it we may
wander aimlessly through Jewish History.
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SIMCHAT SHMUEL

BY RABBI SAM SHOR

Program Director, OU Israel Center

I

n our sedra this week, we read that
Balak, the King of Moav sent messengers to enlist the assistance of Bilaam
the prophet to curse the Jewish People. The
pasuk states:

energy occurred while he was seated at
this specific table, at this specific location.
So too, many of the enemies of the Jewish
people have sat around their tables to plot
to harm us.

“Vayishlach Malachim el Bilaam ben B’or
Petora asher al Hanahar eretz bnai amo
likro lo....”

Each and every Shabbat as we sit at our
shabbat tables we recite the verse from the
23rd psalm- ‘taaroch lefani shulchan, neged
tzorerai...” Set before me a table in full view
of my enemies.”

“And he sent messengers to Bilaam Ben
B’or, at Petora which was on the river in
his native land to enlist him....”
At first glance this verse is telling us that
Petora was the name of the place where
Bilaam was stationed, which was located
near the river. however in a famous
comment, Rashi,based on the Midrash Tanchuma, offers a different insight:
Petora: Like a money changer, who sits
before a table and people lay out their coins
on the table to exchange currency, so too
people would come to Bilaam and lay out
their written requests before him to offer
his prophetic insights...”
Rabbi Moshe Wolfson, ashlita points out
that seemingly based on this midrash cited
by Rashi, Bilaam’s wisdom and prophetic

Rabbi Wolfson explains that the antidote to
each and every Bilaam who sits around a
table to plot to harm the Jewish People, is
the way we conduct ourselves when we sit
around our tables! Taaroch lefani shulchan,
neged tzorerai- The hospitality, joy, singing,
Torah learning and unity that we create at
our Shabbat tables, is the greatest shmira,
protection from all those who sit at their
tables and plot to do us harm. Yehi Ratzon,
may each of us be blessed to realize the
great gift that is Shabbat Kodesh Shabbat
Shalom.
בס״ד

MAXI BoX
Storage

Your place for extra space

053-7272-815
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Enlish Speaking Law Firm

Orit Madar, Adv.
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Inheritance & Wills

Yariv Madar, Adv.
Body Injuries, Medical Malpractice
Civil Litigation
Hilel 10 Jerusaem/36 Dam hamakabin Modiin,
02-6255592, 050-3202909
Madar@netvision.net.il
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OU KASHRUT
RABBI EZRA FRIEDMAN
PAGE BY
Director, The Gustave & Carol Jacobs Center
for Kashrut Education

Sefichin
Produce

V

egetables, as well as grains and
legumes that were cultivated
during shemita are prohibited for
consumption. Besides being prohibited to
the owner, others may not consume such
produce because of the issur of sefichin.
The current article addresses which food
is included in the decree.
Herbs and spices
Herbs that require replanting each year
are prohibited due to the decree of sefichin
(Derech Emuna 4:17). However, our Sages
were primarily concerned with the actual
consumption of sefichin. Therefore, only
herbs that are consumed are prohibited,
while leaves that are used to flavor remain
permissible. A good example of this rule is
mint (nana). When mint is used in a salad,
it has the status of sefichin and may not be
consumed if grown during shemita. However, mint grown to flavor tea would not
be considered sefichin as the leaves are
discarded and not consumed. These leaves

GET FIT WHILE YOU SIT:
Exercise for ladies

Join us on Sunday’s 11:30 -12:15
at the OU Israel Center
Sura Faecher 0504153239
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may be picked and used during the shemita year (see Kedushat Ha’aretz p.187).
Coriander, dill and basil are examples of
herbs that fall under the issur sefichin. Others, such as rosemary and thyme, are not
included in this decree. The difference is
due to the way they grow. Our Sages prohibited sefichin based on the concern that
people would plant crops and then claim
that they grew on their own. This scenario
generally relates to annual plants--those
that are planted yearly. However, perennial plants, such as rosemary and thyme,
are not normally planted every year, but
rather continue to grow new branches
(similar to bananas). Because people
would be far less tempted to illicitly plant
them, these crops are not included in the
decree of sefichin.
Mushrooms
Mushrooms are a fungus that tend to
grow wild on trees. Considering that they
are not plants and have no roots, they are
not included in the prohibition of sefichin
(Mishpitei Eretz 16:22). They also don’t have
kedushat shevi’it (the holiness of seventh
year food. A future article will address the
sanctity of shemita food.) Even mushrooms
grown commercially on mushroom farms
are not considered sefichin (Derech Emuna
ibid). In short, mushrooms may be cultivated, harvested and consumed on shemita

The OU Israel Gustave & Carol Jacobs Center for Kashrut Education was created to raise awareness
and educate the public in all areas of Kashrut in Israel. Rabbi Ezra Friedman, a Rabbinic Field
Representative for the OU is the Center's director.

without any halachic concerns.
Cotton and seeds
Cotton and other plants which are not used
for food, but rather for clothing and other
purposes, are not included in the decree
of sefichin (Ma’adnei Eretz 3:9). Cotton and
wool may be planted up until Rosh Hashanah of shemita, and harvested and used on
shemita itself. However, cottonseeds which
are planted in order to produce edible oil
have the laws of sefichin. In the case that
cottonseeds were planted during (or very
close to) shemita, the oil and seeds may not
be consumed (Kedushat Ha’aretz ibid).
Seeds from vegetables have the same laws
as the vegetables themselves. For example, seeds from cucumbers that were
grown or grew by themselves on shemita
may not be eaten because of the decree of
sefichin (Rambam, Shemita Veyovel 4:6).
Seeds from sefichin produce that were
replanted during shemita are prohibited
just as the produce itself. However, the
Talmud Yerushalmi (Terumot 9:4) rules
that seeds from sefichin may be planted
after shemita, and the crops are permissible (see Kerem Tzion, Shevi’it p.42). The
topic of seeds is important for the kosher

Mazal Tov to

Estelle Harris and family
on the engagement of her grandson

consumer purchasing seeds and mixes
during the shemita year. It is important to
confirm that foods with vegetable seeds
are not sefichin.
In Summary:
•

Annual herbs, such as basil, coriander and dill, are included in the issur
sefichin.

•

Perennials, such as rosemary and
thyme, are not included in the issur
sefichin.

•

Herbs that are cultivated for flavoring
but not for eating are not included in
the issur sefichin.

•

Mushrooms are not included in the
issur sefichin.

•

Non-food crops are not included in
the issur sefichin. If, however, they are
used to create an edible product (e.g.
cottonseed oil) then the issur sefichin
applies.

•

Seeds of sefichin plants are prohibited
just as the plants themselves. However, the seeds may be planted after
shemita and the new produce would
be permitted.

Kashrut Questions in Israel?
Call or Whatsapp Rabbi Friedman at
050-200-4432
OU ISRAEL CENTER
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RABBI AARON Editor, Torah Tidbits
GOLDSCHEIDER

Avraham’s
Antidote

T

he Mishna (Avot 5:22) teaches:
“Those who have a good eye, a humble spirit, and a meek soul (ayin tova,
ruach nemucha, nefesh shefalah) are among
the disciples of our forefather Avraham.
Those who have an evil eye, an arrogant
spirit and a greedy soul (ayin ra’ah, ruach
gevoha, nefesh rechava) are among the disciples of the wicked Bilaam.
What does ayin tova (a good eye) really
mean? It means a generosity of spirit and a
generosity of dealing with people – to give
with an ayin tova.
Rabbeinu Yona asks how we know that
Avraham Avinu had an ‘ayin tova’. Rabbeinu Yona cites as proof the pasuk “and
he took a calf, tender and good” (Bereishit
18:7). When the three Angels came, Avraham went and slaughtered for each his
own head of cattle and prepared for each
his own tongue with mustard. (Torah.org.
Parshat Balak 2008, Rabbi Frand, “The
Apter Rebbe Bends The Rules For Ahavas
Yisrael”).
Rabbi Joseph B. Soloveitchik zt”l when
teaching the mitzvah of tzedakah, commented that although we are taught not
44
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distinguish between the six thirteen mitzvot, there are certain mitzvot that embody
fundamental principles of Judaism and
characteristic traits of the Jewish people
which firmly establish the foundation of its
worldview (Halakhic Morality, p. 123). Tzedakah falls into this distinctive class. The
Sages attest that the precept of tzedakah
expresses one of our nation’s distinctive
qualities: “Jews are compassionate, modest,
and charitable” (Yevamot 79a).
The Rambam forcefully states that one
needs to be more meticulous with the mitzvah of tzedakah than any other positive
commandment.
“It is our duty to be more scrupulous in
fulfilling the commandment of tzedakah
than any other positive commandment,
because tzedakah is the siman (sign) of the
righteous man, the seed of Avraham our
father...The throne of Israel is established,
and the religion of truth is upheld, only
through tzedakah...Israel is redeemed only
through tzedakah, as it is said, “Zion shall
be redeemed with mishpat, and they that
return of her with tzedakah” (Isa. 1:27).
(Hilchot Matenot Aniyim 10:1).
The Rav took note of three distinct aspects
of tzedakah based on the passage in the
Rambam (above) . The word siman is generally employed in Jewish law to designate an
item; more specifically, a siman is a means

to identify a lost object. In this context,
tzedakah attests to the uniqueness of the
nation, it separates us and spotlights our
singularity from the general population.
Avraham was the first prophet to proclaim
the principle of tzedakah to the world and
instructed his descendants to maintain this
practice. When a Jew engagees in tzedakah,
he joins the chain of tradition - uniting with
the grand past and the wondrous origins
of our people. (Halakhic Morality, pp.
124-125).
The second aspect the Rambam notes
regarding tzedakah is that “the throne of
Israel is established, and the religion of
truth is upheld, only through tzedakah.”
The practice of tzedakah generates kiddush
Hashem (sanctifying God in this world).
Every Jew must feel himself responsible in
all his acts and deeds to honor the nation
and its God. By helping and supporting
others, a person sanctifies God and beautifies himself together with the Torah of
Israel, “People are impressed by actions
of this sort and begin, willy-nilly, to honor
and esteem a nation devoted to tzedakah.
The throne of Israel is established through
tzedakah.
The third aspect is that “Israel is redeemed
only through tzedakah.” Why is it that
the messianic ideal will come to fruition
through tzedakah? The answer is the messianic days are epitomized by the removal of
wickedness, cruelty and violence. Tzedakah
represents an excess of kindness, compassion and love. “Accordingly, tzedakah is
the ultimate objective of human society,
whose redemption involves the liberation
of justice from inflexibility, harshness and

CLOSE TO THE MESILA PARK - Great
investment! Beautiful 3 rooms, first floor,
renovated, with a pinuy binuy process to double
the value of the apartment. 2,100,000 NIS
MEKOR CHAIM - Beautiful 5 rooms, modern
building, elevator, 2 nice balconies with 15m
sukkah, renovated, storageroom, parking,
2,950,000 NIS
ARNONA HaTSEIRA - Beautiful penthouse,
5 rooms, 134m, modern building, elevator,
90m balconies with panoramic view, good
shape, quiet, storage, double parking, exclusive.
3,750,000 NIS
OLD KATAMON - New small Project, 3/4/5/6
rooms, great location, garden or sukkah balcony,
luxurious, quiet, storage, parking, Rare!
GERMAN COLONY - Unique property! Plot of
more than dunam, permit to build up to 1250m
with pool, huge garden, ground floor of Arabic
style house, high ceilings, prime location. Rare!
28, Kovshei Katamon Street, Jerusalem
Tel: 02.5633008 - www.ben-zimra.com

FOR SALE
BAKA BORDER-GERMAN COLONY
SEMI-DETACHED TOWNHOUSE
216 M ON FOUR LEVELS
PRIVATE GARDEN AND PARKING
6 BDRMS, 4 BATHS
FOR RENOVATION
QUIET OFF STREET, CLOSE TO MESILA
NIS 7,300,000
LUXURY APT IN CITY CENTER
IN THE NEVIIM COURT PROJECT
4.5 RMS, 120 M, 3RD FL WITH SHABBAT
ELEVATOR, PRIVATE PARKING, STORAGE,
BALCONY WITH VIEW TO THE MOUNT OF
OLIVES, AREA FOR SUKKAH
NIS 4,450,000
Dov Shapiro 052.5533739 | Ilana Nelson 054.5341403

integrityrealestate.co.il
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wickedness...the justice through which
Zion will be redeemed will be tempered
by tzedakah and softened by kindness and
compassion.” (Ibid. pp.126-127)
For information on magnificent stand alone homes in
German Colony, Baka and Old Katamon.
Call today: Eta: 054-723-3863

Old Katamon/San Simon/Kiryat Schmuel
140 sqm apt on one floor with registered balcony of
123 sqm. Great condition, underfloor heating,
central air, full of light, parking in front of building.
Price 5,600,000 NIS.
Newly renovated 145 sqm apartment on one floor,
shabbat elevator, registered parking and storage.
Price 4,600,000 NIS.
New project 4, 5, 6 rooms available. Underground
parking, shabbat elevator and storage. Starting
prices at 3,800,000 NIS- larger apts -6,000,000 NIS.
Brand New Luxury Penthouse, 120 sqm on one floor
with a 130 sqm terrace. Call for more info.

Baka / Makor Haim
Charming, authentic Jerusalem stone garden apt for
sale: 225 sqm on two floors, plus 223 sqm registered
garden plus 2 parking spots. Call more info.
Magical garden apartment, 229 sqm built space,
300 sqm registered garden in the heart of Baka.
Call for more info.
New duplex penthouse, 140 sqm with two sukka
terraces only 4,500,000 NIS!!!Mekor Haim
Quadra garden apartment,107 sqm duplex with 20
sqm garden , registered parking - pool and gym for
residences. 3,700,000 NIS.

Talbiya
Jerusalem Theatron Residences: 140 sqm - 300
sqm apartments available for sale now!!! Call
more info.
Beautiful apartment in Talbiya, 150 sqm, one floor.
High end finishes, underground parking.
Shabbat elevator, Sukkah terrace. 7,900,000 NIS.

German Colony
160 sqm on one floor, 2nd floor in small luxury
building. Large sukka terrace. Parking, shabbat
elevator, views, lots of light. 8,500,000 NIS.
New
luxury project. 3 & 4 room apartments, storage
054-723-3863
underground parking, starting at 3,000,000 NIS.
Eta Morris Realty, Ltd.
etamorrisrealestate@gmail.com
Tel: 054-723-3863 · etamorrisrealty.co.il
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Avraham vs. Sodom
Not only did Avraham exhibit the noble
trait of kindness and charity, the Almighty
proclaims that it was this quality He found
to be his most impressive achievement:
“For I have known him, to the end that he
may command his children...to do tzedakah.” (Bereshit 18:19). In contrast to the
charitable ways of Avraham stood the
flagrant behavior of Sodom. Although the
Torah speaks in general terms regarding
their corruption - “Now the men of Sodom
were wicked and sinners against the
Lord exceedingly.” (Bereshit 13:13) - the
Rav noted that the root of their sin began
with “their hard-hearted indifference to
the cries of the poor and tight-fisted withholding of tzedakah.” (Halakhic Morality,
p. 138). “They [the people of Sodom] said,
“Inasmuch as the land produces bread and
its dust is gold, what need do we have for
wayfarers, who come to divest us of our
money? Come let us close off our land to
wayfarers!” (Sanhedrin 109a)

CHESED FUND

Please help those less fortunate,
desperate for assistance.
Make checks (Israeli only) payable to
"The Chesed Fund"
and send to

ISRAEL CENTER CHESED FUND

att. Menachem Persoff
POB 37015 Jerusalem 91370
or donations can be brought to the
OU Israel Center.

Ha'Tibonim, Rechavia - 3-room apartment,
78m, 2 open balconies, newly renovated,
Mitsubishi A/C, option to extend to 4 rooms.
Dont miss out - 2.75M NIS
Dudu - 0723922735 | +16466938200
Elroi, Old Katamon - PRICE REDUCTION!
Beautifully renovated, 110m, 5 rooms
(4 bedrooms), 10th floor, panoramic view of
Jerusalem, 3 exposures, Shabbat elevator,
parking. 3.5 M NIS
Rachel - 0723922737 | +16466938200
Reuven, Baka - Duplex apartment - 175m,
4 exposures, 7 rooms, Split to 1 bedroom &
4 bedroom apartments, newly renovated,
Sukkah balcony, storage room, second floor,
with an elevator. 4.95 NIS
Idan - 0723922739 | +16466938200
For many more properties please contact us 0723922739 | +16466938200

Gov-Ari Estate.
46 Betzalel st, Jerusalem.
www.govariestate.com

Now also seeing patients at the
LaBriut Health Center in RBS

02-970-1100
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OU ISRAEL'S
AMAR NINIO
YOUTH CENTERS RACHELI
Director of Education and Development

OU Israel Around the Country:
Spotlight on PTSD Phototherapy Initiative in Ashkelon

OU

Israel Youth Centers are providing a new PTSD phototherapy
course at Amit Mekif Bet High School in
Ashkelon. The course has resumed after
the recent “Guardian of the Walls” military
campaign and will help the youth overcome the recent rocket fire.

overcome their challenges and move forward. The course is led by photographer
Rephael Ben Moshe, a highly experienced
teacher who has also worked with the
Israel Police on similar projects and OU
Israel Youth Counters counselor Matanel
Aviya.

A PTSD phototherapy course was recently
opened for students at the Amit Mekif Bet
High School in Ashkelon, run by OU Israel’s
Youth Centers. Now, with the conclusion of
the recent military campaign against Gaza,
the course, which was suspended due to
the rockets, has resumed as life returns to
normal.

This is not the first time that OU Israel
Youth Centers have run this course. We
are currently running a course at the OU
Israel Makom Balev Youth Center in Sderot.
In past years, we have offered this unique
PTSD Phototherapy Imitative you youth in
Sderot, Kiryat Gat, and Kiryat Malachi.

The course helps students express their
thoughts and feelings through photography
and open up about problems and difficulties. The phototherapy helps students
48
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Kobi Ziat, OU Israel Youth Centers Regional
Director & National Activity Manager, said
“For the past two weeks the residents of
Ashkelon were on the front lines, and they
dealt with an incredibly hard reality of
rocket fire and spending a lot of time in
their safe rooms. Therefore, it was vital
that we resumed the PTSD Phototherapy
course as soon as possible in order to help
these students deal with this hard experience via the medium of their photography.
I want to thank the wonderful staff running
this program and our partner The Associated Jewish Federation of Baltimore for

and our next
be to plant
a help
fruit
enabling
us to step
run will
this program
and
tree.
I never thought of myself as being the
the
youth.”
agricultural type, but the feeling of settling
We invite you to partner with us to help
and planting a portion of Eretz Yisrael, has
at-risk Israeli youth: www.ouisrael.org/
been truly euphoric. Iy”H, when we plant
donate
our tree, and eat the fruits that will grow
one day, I think we will be able to truly
appreciate that unique Kedusha found in
the fruit of Eretz Yisrael!
To conclude, when you buy your Tu B'shvat
fruit this year, don’t search for those dried
apricots and banana chips imported from
Turkey. Rather, head over to the fresh
produce and buy yourself some nice juicy
Kedusha-filled Jaffa oranges and thank
Hashem for bringing you to this land in
order to be able to לאכול מפריה ולשבע מטובה,
imbibing that Kedusha in every bite that
you take!!

OU Israel Youth Centers operate in
20 low-socioeconomic communities throughout Israel, from Kiryat
Shmona in the North to Dimona in
the South. We work primarily with
disadvantaged youth from immigrant
backgrounds and youth from broken
homes. Our flagship Makom Balev
and Jack E. Gindi Oraita programs
help thousands of youth gain confidence, complete their high school
degrees, and succeed in IDF service
enabling them grow into healthy and
successful young men and women.
OU ISRAEL CENTER
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FROM THE VIRTUAL DESK OF THE

OU VEBBE REBBE
RAV DANIEL MANN

How Many
Challot to
Take Home?
Question: My neighbor works in a bakery, and when they have a lot of unsold
challot, he often takes home dozens of
them and encourages people at Maariv of
Shabbat to come take as many as possible.
I took what I thought I might use but not
what I knew would go straight into the
freezer because I thought it was hachana
(preparation for after Shabbat). Is that
correct?
Answer: Your reaction is understandable.
After all, even taking something from one
place to another can be hachana, as we
see from the halacha not to bring wine on
the first day of Yom Tov for Kiddush of the
second day (Magen Avraham 667:3). The
fact that the extra challa will be used for
another Shabbat does not help because
one may not prepare on one Shabbat for
the needs of another one (Tehilla L’Dovid
302:6; see Shulchan Aruch, Orach Chayim
334:4).
However, there are several possible ways
to justify leniency regarding the difficult
to define prohibition of hachana. The
Maharshag (OC 61) has a broad leniency
50
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that hachana does not apply when there is
not a viable way of doing the same thing
after Shabbat, which might apply here.
However, there are many problems with
this thesis, if taken broadly (see Kinyan
Torah II:115).
In certain contexts, when an action is
needed for Shabbat for a certain amount
of objects, hachana does not forbid doing
it to additional objects. One example is
that one may wash multiple dishes even
if he only needs one of them, because any
one of them could be the one he decides
to use (Mishna Berura 323:26). It is likely
that similarly, you can bring home multiple challot, since any one of them can be
the one you decide to use (there may be an
indication of this in Orach Chayim 323:1).
There are other grounds for leniency,
based on need. Apparently, your neighbor’s idea is to give out all the challot as
soon as possible. If he is successful, then if
you do not take them on Shabbat, you will
lose your opportunity. Does that matter?
One is allowed to move a non-muktzeh
object from place to place in order to prevent it from being harmed (Shabbat 123b),
and poskim explain that an action done to
prevent loss is not defined as hachana (see
Orchot Shabbat 22:176). It is not obvious
that this applies here to your lost opportunity if the challot are not in danger but
will just go to someone else. Also, you are

The Orthodox Union - via its website - fields questions of all types in areas of kashrut,
Jewish law and values. Some of them are answered by Eretz Hemdah, the Institute for
Advanced Jewish Studies, Jerusalem, headed by Rav Yosef Carmel and Rav Moshe
Ehrenreich, founded by HaRav Shaul Yisraeli zt”l, to prepare rabbanim and dayanim to
serve the National Religious community in Israel and abroad. Ask the Rabbi is a joint
venture of the OU, Yerushalayim Network, Eretz Hemdah... and OU Israel’s Torah Tidbits.

not losing property, just not obtaining
more, and in Halacha, not receiving profit
often lacks the halachic weight of losing
something one already has (see Magen
Avraham 533:6 regarding Chol Hamo’ed).
However, in this context, it appears that
the lost opportunity to receive something
for free is enough to waive hachana. The
Shulchan Aruch (OC 266:13) says that one
may not pick up a wallet that he found in
public on Shabbat, but the reason for that
is muktzeh, and one may move it where
he likes by kicking it (Be’ur Halacha ad
loc.) In order to explain why this would
not be forbidden due to hachana, we must
apparently have to assume that it is due to
the loss together with the fact that moving
an object is not a serious action requiring
toil (see analysis of Machzeh Eliyahu 58).
In our case, the situation is in some ways
more lenient than there, in that here it
is not clear to the observer that the challot will not be eaten (see Chayei Adam
II:153:6).
In the case that your neighbors will not
take all of the challot, there is a different
type of damaging situation that justifies
action. That is that the challa may need to
be discarded, which is a situation we try to
avoid (see Living the Halachic Process VI,
G-9). Alternatively, the well-intentioned
bakery worker may have the inconvenience of having a bothersome amount of

challa in his house, making helping him of
immediate value.
While it is permitted to acquire food presents one might eat on Shabbat (Shulchan
Aruch Harav, OC 306:15), it is a problem
if he is planning not to eat it. Therefore,
if there are loaves that you are confident
you will not eat, you should have in mind
not to acquire them until after Shabbat
(see Shemirat Shabbat K’hilchata 29:29).
Eretz Hemdah has begun a participatory Zoom class - "Behind the Scenes
with the Vebbe Rebbe" - an analytical
look at the sources, methodology,
and considerations behind our rulings, with Rav Daniel Mann. Contact
info@eretzhemdah.org to join.

Having a dispute?
For a Din Torah in English or
Hebrew contact ‘Eretz Hemdah
- Gazit’ Rabbinical Court: 077215-8-215 • fax: (02) 537-9626
beitdin@eretzhemdah.org

Ita Rochel 02-560-9125
OU ISRAEL CENTER
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Protecting
Fruit During
Shemitah

M

any have the misconception
that we are supposed to neglect
our gardens and allow our trees
to die during shemitah. This is, again, a
misconception.
During the shemitah year, it
is permissible to perform
actions to preserve and
maintain trees, which
Chazal term ukmei ilana.
When it comes to tending
to fruit, however, there
are several halachic opinions. The dispute hinges
on whether we define ukmei
ilana as actions performed on
behalf of the tree only (and the fruit
of the sixth year, which is the opinion of
Rabbi Kook) or if this heter extends to fruit
as well.

perform actions that are meant to sprout
new fruit on the tree, such as extra irrigation during blooming. However, after the
fruit begins to develop, it is permissible to
perform actions to preserve the existing
fruit.
These permissible actions include: spraying against pests that harm fruit, spraying
to prevent fruit from falling, clipping thorns
that harm etrogim (this is specifically for
etrogim, since thorn punctures invalidate
them for the arba minim; for other
fruit this is not permitted), tying
and training branches, and
bending branches prior
to harvest to make fruit
harvest easier. It is also
permissible to spread
nets on trees to protect
them from various pests,
and to cover individually
each fruit in a small bag to
protect them from birds.
Furthermore, it is permissible to perform
any action meant to protect the tree (from
ants, etc.) and to prevent damage in coming
years.

We, at Torah VeHa’aretz Institute, follow
Rabbi Shaul Yisraeli’s opinion that ukmei
ilana includes fruit—but only those already
on the tree.

TRANSFER YOUR OLD FILM/VIDEO's

In private gardens, it is forbidden to

Facebook.com/L'Dorot Photography
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(All formats) In Quality to Digital
Preserve Family History from Fading

Michael 052.286.8626
Photography with feeling
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Launch your cybersecurity
career with Tzomet's

Eiferman Properties Ltd.

CYBERSECURITY
JERUSALEM SALES
PROGRAM
/
בס"ד
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SHAAREI CHESED Townhouses prices from $3,250,000!
RECHAVIA SHAAREI CHESED 2 brdms. 76 sqm, 2nd
oor, elevator, large succah balcony, renovate to your taste!
ARNONA: townhouse, 5 bedrooms, elevator, 2 succa
ARNONA5 BEDROOM
balconies,
privateAMAZING
parking, renovated,
storage, huge
RECHAVIA (Ben Maimon) Lovely renovated 2 bdrms.,
living roomJOIN
andOUR
master
bedroom, light and green
low oor, surrounded by greenery! Perfectly located!
INTERACTIVE,
TOWNHOUSE
ONLINE, INTENSIVE 1-YEAR
sqm, 1st oor,
TALBIEH Spacious 3 bedrooms,
MALCHA:LIVECYBERSECURITY
4.5
room COURSE!
garden apartment, privateWE
en-PARTNER WITH
UPON105
COMPLETION
trance, fully
3 bathrooms, 100m garden,
INTERNATIONAL
Shabbat elevator, NIS 2,590,000!!
OF COURSE, TZOMET
LEARNrenovation,
IN-DEPTH EVERYTHING
YOU NEEDamazing
TO GAIN
storage, parking,
view, light, quiet, only
CYBERSECURITY
PROVIDES:
private external
OLD KATAMON 135 sqm duplex,
NTERNATIONAL
CERTIFICATION
3,590,000
NIS
COMPANIES TOelevator,
GIVE succah!
ONE-ON-ONE CAREER
NETWORKING
OUReleSTUDENTS HANDSCONSULTATIONS
ARNONA -LINUX
newFUNDAMENTALS
building - 2 bedrooms, Shabbat
GERMAN COLONY Existing building
with permit to
ON EXPERIENCE
vator, parking,
amazing view of the Old City, en suite,
SCRIPTING
build 250 sqm on a huge lot! RESUME / CV
DEVELOPMENT
light, a/c, private
THREAT heating,
VECTORS amazing price 2,190,000nis
THROUGH OFFICECITY CENTER 4 Bdrms, renovated,
elevator, balconies
MONITORING & HACKING
INTERVIEW WORKSHOP
BASED AND REMOTE
BAKA: amazing
TOOLS deal, 3 bedrooms, ground floor, 85m, 2
/
RAMAT
HOLYLAND
SHARET
/
BAYIT
V'GAN
JOB
PLACEMENT
INTERNSHIPS.
RISK MANAGEMENT
balconies, center
location, the best price on the market
ASSISTANCE
Cottage 235 sqm, 9 rooms, large succah,
view, parking !
only 1,950,000nis
AND MORE!
HAR NOF * No steps! Spacious 3 bdrms., storage room,
5 bedroom
townhouse, 166sqm,
HANOCH ALBAK ST: amazing garden apartment, 3
permit to enlarge succah facing the view!
private
entrance,
easyensuite,
access,parking,
bedrooms,
easy access,
no steps,
127 sqm duplex, private entrance + garden!
To apply,
& for living
more information,
contact
our representative *
storage,
renovated,
amazing
space
with
a huge
fully
renovated,
50sqm
garden,
building permits, lots of potential!
for Israel, US,
UK, & Europe:
garden, attractive
D. Erlanger
DETzomet@gmail.com
50sqmMrs.balcony,
nice,
airy, full of +972-52-646-0298
* Unique Villa - 330 sqm with options! view!
ARNONA - 3 bedrooms,
parking,
W W sellers,
W .elevator,
TZOM
E T C O Ustorage,
N price
S E L a/c,
I N G . C O M KIRYAT MOSHE New 90 sqm duplex, 4 rooms including
CAREERS
light,
serious
attractive
private
heating,
ensuite,
balcony,
airy, full of light,
very
MB ensuite, succah, 4th oor, immediate
nice living space, new kitchen, close to Baka
R
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www.hemed-nadlan.co.il
www.hemed-nadlan.co.il

Our graduates work with
international companies, including:

FRUM LEARNING ENVIRONMENT. IDEAL FOR STUDENTS WITH SIMULTANEOUS RESPONSIBILITIES
077-215-1200
054-246-0246
(EG. FAMILY/WORK/YESHIVA)
LOOKING FOR A HIGH STANDARD, FLEXIBLE CAREER
OPPORTUNITY.
077-215-1200
////054-246-0246
02-651-4030 www.eifermanrealty.com
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Puah for Fertility and
RABBI GIDEON Machon
Gynecology in Accordance with Halacha
WEITZMAN

Is the Child
Kosher?

A

s we saw last time, the issue of
“adopting” a fertilized egg involves
a number of complex halachic
issues, including the definition of motherhood. Last time we suggested that the birth
mother can be considered the mother, and,
therefore the source of the eggs is not relevant to the halachic discussion. However,
there are many opinions that the genetic
mother is the mother, or that there is a
reasonable doubt regarding this issue.
Therefore, if the genetic mother would be
married the child could be considered a
mamzer, a child born to a married woman
and a man other than her husband. Such
a person is not permitted to marry (see
Devarim 23:3) and so this presents a serious problem.
This halachic status is much more complex
than the question of whether the child is
Jewish or not. A conversion can be performed to solve the Jewish status. But no
such religious ceremony can remove the
status of being born to a married woman.
If so, then it would be forbidden to use eggs
from a married woman.
Some decades ago, Rabbi Moshe Feinstein
dealt with this question. He came to the
54
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conclusion that this problematic halachic
status of the mamzer only applies when the
child was conceived naturally. However,
in the case of a child conceived through
fertility treatment the child does not hold
this same status. Since there was no physical contact between the man and woman
involved the case is different.
This was quite a novel approach and others
disagreed with Rav Moshe. Most notably
and vocal was Rabbi Yoel Teitelbaum, the
Satmar Rebbe. He was adamant that this
position was wrong and that even in the
case of a child conceived through fertility
treatment the child would not be permitted
to marry.
Despite the objection, many followed
Rabbi Feinstein’s psak and were willing
to sanction such a treatment, even if the
genetic mother was married. In our case,
a couple wanting to use a surplus embryo
from another Jewish couple who had no
use for the fertilized egg, would be permitted to “adopt” the fertilized egg. A child
conceived from such an egg would be
kosher to marry other Jews, and the question of the married status of the donor
would not have an impact on the child’s
status.
There are other possible solutions for this
problem.
More on this next week.

tci.touro.edu

REGISTER NOW
FOR FALL
SEMESTER 2021!

More Pathways to Success,
Right in Your Own Backyard.
Touro College Israel.

CONTACT:
טורו קולג׳ ישראל

Israel: 02.651.0090 • USA:
1.800.950.4824
Elisheva.stadler@touro.edu
OU ISRAEL CENTER
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TOWARDS MEANINGFUL
REBBETZIN ZEMIRA OZAROWSKI
TEFILLA BY
Director of OU Israel L’Ayla Women’s Initiative

R

ראה־נא בענינו
וריבה ריבנו

ecently, I attended the wedding of a
very dear friend. My friend is in her
mid-30’s and had been searching for
a shidduch for 15 years! This was one of the
most special weddings I ever attended. The
joy on everyone’s face was palpable. The
dancing, the energy, and the simcha had
a certain ethereal quality to it. People felt
that a real salvation had come, an outright
miracle had occurred. After 15 years, things
seem to be stuck, like there’s no way out. But
suddenly every person at that wedding hall
learned that there’s no such thing as being
stuck.

ישועות ה’ כהרף עין, Hashem can bring salvation
in an instant, like the blink of an eye. Each
person understood on his own individual
level, that just like this particular Chatan
and Kallah had finally broken out of their
own personal Galut (exile), so too there was
hope for them and with Hashem’s help they
too would be able to work through all of the
issues that they felt were “stuck” in their
own lives.
This really is the essence of the bracha of
,ְּר ֵאה־ ָֽנא ְבעׇנְ ֵיֽנו

 ִּֽכי,יבנ ּו ו ְּג ָא ֵֽלנ ּו ְמ ֵה ָֽרה ְל ַֽמ ַען ְׁש ֶֽמ ָך
ֵֽ יבה ִר
ָֽ ְר ֵאה־ ָֽנא ְבעׇנְ ֵיֽנ ּו ו ְִר
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.ׂר ֵֽאל
ָ ִש
ְ  ָּב ֽרו ְּך ַא ָּֽתה ה’ ּגו ֵֹֽאל י.גו ֵֹֽאל ָח ָֽזק ָֽא ָּתה
Please see our suffering and wage our battles and redeem us speedily for the sake of
Your name. For you Hashem are a strong
Redeemer. Blessed are You Hashem who
redeems Israel.
At first glance, it seems that in this bracha
we are asking for Hashem to bring the
Geula, the ultimate redemption. But if you
think about it, that seems extraneous since
we ask for that later on in the Amidah - in
 תקע בשופרwe ask for ( קבוץ גליותingathering of the exiles), in  ולירושלים עירךwe ask
Hashem to rebuild Yerushalayim, and in
 את צמח דודwe ask for Hashem to bring back
Malchut David (the Davidic dynasty and
Mashiach).
So what then are we actually asking for
in this Tefilla? Rashi on Gemara Megilla
17b says that this is not redemption from
Galut but rather it is a request for Hashem
to redeem us from all of the צרות, the suffering, that we go through on a daily basis. The
main idea of  גאולהis to be redeemed from
the כובד הגלות, the difficulties that come
along with the fact that we are in exile (the
“side effects” so-to-speak of Galut).
There are so many different personal issues
that each of us are going through and each
of these difficulties is really an offshoot of
being in Galut. Galut is a place of unclarity,

of confusion, of stress and pressure. This
bracha is a chance to ask Hashem to help
redeem us from our personal exiles, from
whatever place we are stuck, from whatever issue it is that we can’t work through.
I have heard it has been recommended to
put in one’s own personal Tefilla here for
all those who are stuck in Shidduchim,
fertility, child-rearing issues, shalom bayit
etc. We ask Hashem to give ourselves and
our friends the ability to be able to push
through these issues and to be redeemed
from those specific types of Galut.
The first step is that we ask Hashem ראה נא
בענינו, to look at our pain. We know from the
story of Yetziat Mitzrayim that the whole
redemption process began when Hashem
looked at our pain (ראה ראיתי את עני עמי אשר
 )במצריםand felt that He needed to take us
out. He too was in pain, He was there is
slavery with us. Even just the knowledge
and understanding that Hashem is with us
in our times of difficulty, helps us to feel
that we are not alone, and that ultimately
there will be an end to our suffering.
We ask Hashem - ש ֶֽמ ָך
ְׁ  ו ְּג ָא ֵֽלנ ּו ְמ ֵה ָֽרה ְל ַֽמ ַעןto
redeem us quickly for Hashem’s sake.
What do we mean by this? As we’ve discussed in the past, we are asking Hashem

to remove all of our obstacles so that
we will be able to sit בשלוה, in peace and
serenity, and can spend all of our undistracted energy on serving Him properly.
This request is all for Hashem’s sake and
not just for our own personal comfort.
We conclude with the words - ’ברוך אתה ה
 גואל ישראלBlessed are you Hashem who
redeems Israel. Rav Yonatan Eibeshitz
asks- One would expect that we should
conclude this paragraph either with
the words ‘Blessed is Hashem who had
redeemed in the past’ or with the words
‘Blessed is Hashem who will redeem in the
future’. Why is this conclusion written in
the present tense? He answers that even
though it doesn’t always feel like it, we
should know that Hashem is busy redeeming us and dealing with our problems
every single day. Redemption is a process,
it can sometimes take years or decades,
but there is progress every day and at the
right time, when we have reached a certain point, have grown enough and have
learned enough, the end of that redemption process will come and we too, like that
new Chatan and Kallah, will feel the enormity of Hashem’s redemptive Hand in our
own personal lives.
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are about to say are intense, we can’t just
mumble through them. We need to cover
our eyes so that we can have complete
concentration, and not be distracted by
anything going on around us.

שמע ישראל- Listen, fellow Jews - We call out
to the entire Jewish people, it’s not enough
to just accept Hashem’s rule over us as
individuals, we need to do so together as
a people.
' – הHashem is the master over everything.
He is  ויהיה, הוה, – היהHe is beyond time, He
simultaneously exists in the past, present,
and future. He embodies the middah of
רחמים, of mercy.
 – אלוקינוNot only does He embody
the middah of רחמים, He concurrently
exemplifies the middah of דין, of strict
judgement, as well. Additionally, we
specifically
point to the
that He is
Are you interested
in fact
a high-level
not just אלוקים, He is אלוקינו, our G-d. He
Gemara shiur in English on Zoom?
watches over every single one of us, in a
The shiur is given by Rabbi Hillel Ruvel
very personal, detailed way.

- Rosh Kollel at Yeshivas Beis Yisroel

 אחדin
’ הNeve
– Hashem
the 4:30-5:30pm,
One and Only.
Yaakov -isfrom
One Sundays,
should enunciate
the
letter  &דlong
Mondays, Wednesdays
enough
to focus
on details
the magnitude
of this
Thursdays.
Zoom
are in Torah
statement. He rules over the entire world
Tidbits (see schedule). If you have
from one end to the other, the good and
further questions, please contact Danny
the bad, the world of nature, the world of
Taragin, 052 8464249 (also whatsapp).
politics, war and economy, medicine and
- Now learning Masechet Temura current events….everything.
Continued next week...

Mortgage
RATES at
historic
LOWS for
refinance
& purchase
Purchase / Refinance Rates
(Non-inflation linked)*
Special rates up to 75% LTV:

30 year 3.85%
15 year 2.90%
10 year 2.75%

For well qualified borrowers

firstisrael.com

02-625-2555

60 King George, Jerusalem
3 Aluf Kalman Magen, Tel Aviv
*Rates are for qualified borrowers and are current as of
the printing of this advertisement but are subject to
change. Quoted rates do not represent an offer and
are for illustrative purposes only.
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c service

publi
FREE as a

JOIN US
FOR A

Kosher
Encounter

Encounter Kosher in its natural habitat.
Join us live as we virtually explore the latest in kashrus –
broadcasting from OU Kosher’s global headquarters and various facilities.

Topics Include:

WINE, RESTAURANTS,
BAKERIES AND FISH
 מראה מקומותand source materials
will be provided.

Dates
Monday July 19 to
Thursday July 22, 2021

 י"ג מנחם אב תשפ"א- י' מנחם אב

Time
11 am – 1 pm ET daily

Location
R E G I S T E R AT
oukosher.org/askou or
koshereducation@ou.org
For more information please contact
Rabbi Eli Eleff at 212-613-0602
or koshereducation@ou.org

Virtual via zoom or teleconference

KOSHER
CERTIFICATION
SERVICE
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TORAH 4 TEENS
BY TEENS NCSY ISRAEL
Asher Manning
Gush Chapter
Director
Bli Ayin Hara’ah!
Today, everything is seen by everyone, all
the time. In our world of constant live footage and viral videos, everything’s value
is measured by the number of likes and
views it attracts. We judge everything on
sight, despite knowing that what we see
may have been manipulated to fit a specific
agenda.
Chazal in Pirkei Avot (5:19) juxtapose
the legacy of Avraham and Bilaam:
In contrast to the ‘Ayin Tova’ of Avraham
– the ability to always look for the good
inherent in everyone and everything –
Bilaam is the proponent of ‘Ayin Ra’ah’
– focusing on the failings, faults and flaws
that too are inherent to our imperfect
world.
It is no coincidence that Bilaam is described
as [ ןיעה םותשBamidbar 24:3] – “blind in one
eye” [Sanhedrin 105a]. There are two sides
to every story and there are elements of
good and bad in everything. Maybe that is
why we have two eyes, in order to deepen
our perception of the world and see it for
the multi-dimensional and complex system
that it is. One eye to see the good and one
eye to see the bad.
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Bilaam willfully prevented himself from
recognizing the positive elements of
complex situations. Focusing purely on
everything that is wrong, malicious and
malevolent, alters your perception of reality and you become incapable of seeing the
virtue, righteousness and goodness that
exists in every human heart.
Our vision is distorted by the prisms of traditional and social media to focus only on
the bad news and the mistakes that people
make, whether willful or unintentional.
And yet, there is still so much good in the
world that we often forget to look at. Let
us follow in the footsteps of Avraham – see
with both eyes, and see the good in the eyes
of others

Uzi Eckhaus
Efrat, 10th Grade
A Follower Of
Avraham Avinu
The Mishna in Avos (5:22) asks: What is the
difference between the students of Avraham Avinu and the students of Bilaam?
Asking “what is the difference” implies
that there are similarities between the two.
What could possibly be similar between
the talmidim of Avraham Avinu and those
of Bilaam the Rasha?
Rav Shlomo Heiman asks this question in

his Sefer Chiddushei Rav Shlomo. Here is
what he answers:

Bilaam did. We should follow as the students of Avraham Avinu did.

Avraham Avinu stood tall against the
world, being an Ivri - standing on the other
side of everyone else. It required a certain
amount of courage and backbone out of his
followers.

May we all merit to only have the good Middot of the followers of Avraham Avinu.

Bilaam stood against Bnei Yisrael after all
the miracles in Mitzrayim and the splitting of the sea. The whole world trembled
in fear of Bnei Yisrael, yet Bilaam stood
against them and was willing to curse
them. His followers, too, had to have courage and backbone.
Now that we know the similarities between
the two groups, we can once again ask,
what was the difference between them?
The difference lay in their Middot and what
gave them the strength to stand against the
world. Avraham’s followers had the Middot
of Ayin Tova, Ruach Nemucha, and Nefesh
Shefela - a good eye, humble spirit, and
meek soul. This allowed them to see the
truth and pursue it. Since they were not
selfish, they were not swayed by the outside
world and its ideas of honor and acclaim.
Bialam’s followers had the opposite Middot. They had Ayin Ra’ah, Ruach Gevoha,
and Nefesh Rechava - an evil eye, arrogant
spirit, and greedy soul. They were haughty
and egocentric, and therefore were able to
stand out from the crowd.
In summary we learn from this that Bilaam
saw everything in an  הער ןיעand that’s how
his students followed him, but Avraham
Avinu saw everything with a  הבוט ןיעand
didn’t think of himself as a bigshot like

NCSY Israel is the premier organization in Israel, dedicated to connect,
inspire, empower, and help teen olim
with "Klita" to the Land of Israel by
encouraging passionate Judaism
through Torah and Tradition. Find
out more at israel.ncsy.org

Experienced . Respectful
Confidential

Shadchan
for SinglES 30+

Zoom / Phone Interviews
jerusalemshadchan613@gmail.com
058.328.2283

A POEM by Avraham Kriss
I am proud to be a Jew,
Living under the white and the blue.
We are grateful to the IDF
for protecting our home,
They do it well with the Iron Dome.
We praise Hashem in our shul,
And our children learn His Torah
in their school.
Israel is a living democracy,
In spite of the world's hypocrisy.
May we always do Hashem's will.
And earn His love still.
OU ISRAEL CENTER
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Real Life Rescues
A Miraculous Car Accident
On Highway 90

1221

On Monday morning, at 9:45 a.m., United Hatzalah volunteer EMT Haim Ayash was at his
office in southern Tveria when he received an emergency alert from United Hatzalah’s
Dispatch and Command Center alerting him to an accident that had occurred on Highway
90 right near where his office was located.
The accident had taken place near the entrance to Degania. A 25-year-old man had been
driving his car when he veered too close to the guardrail and the impact caused the car to
flip over onto its side. Another driver who witnessed the accident stopped immediately
and called United Hatzalah’s Dispatch and Command Center for help.
Haim jumped on his ambucycle and rushed over. In less than a minute he had arrived
at the scene of the accident and was the first medical responder on site. Looking at the
flipped-over vehicle and the scratch marks on the side of the car, Haim was prepared to
assist the victim or victims who he had guessed would be severely injured or may even
require CPR. To Haim’s surprise, the 25-year-old driver was found with no serious injuries.
Haim asked the man if there were any other people in the car as he began to check
his vital signs. When Haim assessed that the patient was responsive and had no severe
injuries, Haim applied a back brace on the man for C-spine stabilization.
As Haim was applying the back brace, another United Hatzalah volunteer EMT, Avraham
Ohayon, arrived at the scene and began to assist Haim in treating the man. A few minutes
later an ambulance arrived at the scene. After the assembled team extricated the man
from the car he was transferred to the ambulance and taken to the nearest hospital.

(Photos from the scene of the accident)
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Serological Tests Corona PCR Tests
249 NIS

269 NIS

I IGg level results
I Acceptable as proof for Misrad Habriut
I For Travel needs

Jerusalem
UH Headquarters
2 Aholiav St.
Sunday-Thursday
9:00-21:00
Friday
9:00-13:00
Motzei Shabbat
Open 1 hour after shabbat
ends until 00:00

Bnei Brak

Beit Shemesh

UH Headquarters
9 Shlomo Hamelech St.
Sunday-Thursday
9:00-21:00
Friday
Closed
Motzei Shabbat
Closed

UH Headquarters
34 Yona Ben Amitai St.
Sunday-Thursday
9:00-21:00
Friday
9:00-13:00
Motzei Shabbat
Open 1 hour after shabbat
ends until 00:00

No need to make an appointment - Just show up and get tested!

[ Quick Results ]
• PCR Corona Tests up to 24 hours in the lab
• Serological Tests up to 36 hours in the lab
• Results available in English
• Home Tests can be booked
Coming Soon! New testing center in Ben Gurion Airport
For details, and home testing or group bookings

PCR@1221.org.il
+972.2.6220.482
Special service and prices available for groups in need of Serological Tests
(to be released from quarantine) and Corona Tests (to be allowed on flights)
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Israel Specialist Physicians
Providing You and Your Family with
High Quality and Personalized Healthcare in Israel

